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For a class of monotone differential operators we show that the lowest point 
of the continuous spectrum of the linearization is a bifurcation point. By the 
method of upper and lower solutions we prove the existence of a global branch 
of positive solutions. 
Es wird gezeigt, dal3 der kleinste Punkt des kontinuieriichen Spektrums der 
Linearisierung einer Klasse nichtlinearer Differentialoperatoren ein Verzwei- 
gungspunkt ist. Mitt& der Methode der Ober- und Unterfunktionen wird die 
Existenz eines globalen Zweiges positiver LGsungen bewiesen. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let Ij be a real separable Hilbert space. We consider a nonlinear eigenvalue 
problem of the form 
A(u) = Bu + C(u) = hu. (1) 
Here A is a single-valued map of its dense domain D, = D, n D, into lj 
and h E R is the eigenvalue parameter associated with the eigensolution u. 
The operator B is taken to be linear and self-adjoint, while the nonlinear mapping 
C(U) is assumed to be odd; that is. C(-U) = -C(U), so that u = 0 is a solution 
of (1) for all values of X and tl a solution implies that --u is also a solution. 
In recent years several authors have obtained results on the global existence 
of solutions to such equations under suitable restrictions on the operators B 
and C (see, for example, [I, 6-81). Until now such global theories have been 
mainly developed for the case of bifurcation from isolated eigenvalues of the 
linear operator B. Quite recently, however, partial results have been obtained 
in [2, 4-121 for bifurcation from the essential spectra of B. 
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In this article we will restrict our attention to the special case of lj = L*(O, CO) 
with the usual inner product and norm 11 11. The operator is given by 
A(u) = -d + F(t, u(t)) = Au, (2) 
defined on sufficiently differentiable functions with the boundary conditions 
u(0) = 0, A(u) E qo, co) (3) 
and a nonlinearity of the form 
F(t, 5) = f  fj(t) p+l. 
j=l 
(4) 
Here the linear part is given as BU = -u” with boundary conditions u(0) = 0, 
Bu EL*(O, CO) and has a purely continuous spectrum covering the positive 
half-axis. The nonlinearity clearly is an odd function of [; further it fulfills the 
identity 
F(tt 5) -F(t, 7) = f  fj(t){52' + E*‘-‘11 + ... + 1*‘l(t - d, 
j=l 
which is needed in Lemma3 to prove the uniqueness of the positive solution of (2) 
In addition we assume that the following hypotheses hold: 
(HI) fi y-e., fN E cO[o, m3)v 
0 < fl(t),*-, 0 < fNtt) (0 < t < a), 
0 < P <h(t) (0 < t < co) for some i E {l,..., N],. 
(H2) 0 < K < fK(t) t2(K-1)e-Kt2 (2 < t < co) for some K E {l,..., Nj. 
(H3) fj(t) t2j+1e-tz(2j+1)!P EL~(O, 00) (j = l,..., IV). 
The hypothesis (Hl) guaranties that A is a monotone operator; further, it is 
used to provide an a priori bound to any solution of (2) (see Lemma 1). (H2) 
and (H3) are technical conditions used to prove the existence of a positive 
solution u,, for each X > 0. Since there is no bifurcation in the case of an auto- 
nomous problem we cannot omit (H2) (see [2]). 
Here we will prove the existence of uA by the method of lower and upper 
solutions; the growth conditions (H2) and (H3) will allow us to construct a 
suitable family of lower and upper solutions for the operator A - A. Of course 
a different hypothesis (H2) will admit a different class of lower and upper 
solutions. 
Here we have chosen (H2), (H3) in that form so that the special case 
-u”(t) + et2u3(t) = Au(t) (0 < t < 350) (5) 
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is included. This example was given to the author by Bazley. It arose from 
considering the Hermite equation -un + x2u = hu and noting that u = xe-zp/2 
is a solution for h = 3. 
As our main result we shall prove: 
THEOREM. For each h > 0 there exists a positive solution u,, of (1) such that 
(A, u,,) forms a continuous branch bifurcating at h = 0 from the origin to infinity. 
That is, the lowest point of the continuous spectrum of Bu = -d is a bifurcation 
point with respect to the graph norm of B; i.e., h--t 0 =+ 111 uA //j2:= 11 u,, /I2 + 
11 Bu, /I2 -+ 0. For each t E (0, m) the function q(t) is a strictZy increasing function 
ofh. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The theorem is obtained as an easy consequence of Lemmas l-5 which are 
proved in this section. 
Since A is a monotone operator by (HI) it is obvious that there are no non- 
trivial solutions of (1) for h < 0. We first prove an a priori estimate which shows 
that h = 0 is a possible bifurcation point. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be a nontrivial solution of (1) with eigenvalue X > 0. Then 
II u IL < (NP)“2’i’. 
Proof. Assume u has a positive maximum at t; that is u(t) > 0, u’(t) = 0, 
u”(t) < 0. Consequently Au(t) = -u”(t) + F(t, u(t)) > fi(t) u2i+1(t) > p@+l(t). 
I f  u has a negative minimum at t, then v  := ---II has a positive maximum at t. 
LEMMA 2. For each X > 0 there exists a solution uA of (1) such that 0 < u,(t) 
(0 < t < co). 
Proof. For each h > 0 we shall construct a lower solution $h and an upper 
solution t+$ for the operator A - h; that is functions +,, , $tn E Cs[O, CO), which 
are twice continuously differentiable except at a finite number of points t, ,..., t, 
and satisfy the inequalities & < $A , &(ti -) < &(ti +), #l(ts J-) > &(ti +) 
(i = l,..., m), and --K(t) + F(t, M)) - V,(t) G 0 < -4;(t) + W An(t)> - 
hyiA(t) for all t E (0, a)/{t, ,..., t,}. It then follows by the results of Schrader 
[9, lo] and Schriider [l l] that there exists a solution uh of -u;(t) + F(t, uA(t)) = 
Au,(t) (0 < t < to) with u,(O) = 4*(O) and $A < u,, < #A . In addition we choose 
+,, , #,, in such a way that uh belongs to DA . 
The function +Jt) := y  sin St (0 < t < r/6), &(t) := 0 (n/S < t < CO) is a 
lower solution of A - X if 62 < X and 0 < y  is sufficiently small since we have 
for t E (0, 77/S) 
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further, 
The function &(t)‘:= 2ee-2(0 < t < 2), #h(t) := cte-tP/2 (2 < t < 00) is an 
upper solution of A - X, if E is sufficiently large. 
For t E (0, 2) we have (A - X) t,h*(t) > (p(2ee-2)2i - h) z)*(t) > 0 if E is 
sufficiently large. For t E (2, co) we have #l(t) = (t2 - 3) #A(t) and by (H2), 
(A - 4 h(t) > -K(t) +f&) 9w)2”+1 - &h(t) 
= &(t){3 - X + t2[fK(t) W-l)ecKt* - E-~~] c2K} 
> (b,(t){3 - x + t2[K - E-y l } 
>o (if E is sufficiently large). 
Further, &(2 -) = 0 > #;(2 +) and $h < (6A . 
Therefore, there exists a solution Us E C,(O, a) such that -u;(t) + F(t, q(t))= 
Au,(t) with u,(O) = 0. Due to +n < uh < #,, , we have u, eL2(0, co) and 
F(t, u,,(t)) < F(t, #n(t)) E L2(0, co) by (H3); consequently, U: E L2(0, co). In 
particular we have 0 < II~ . If u,(t) = 0 f or some t E (0, co), then u;(t) = 0 and 
consequently, since u,, is a solution of a second-order differential equation, 
Us = 0 in contradiction to 0 + &, < Us . 
LEMMA 3. The positive solution uA of (1) is unique. Further, uA(t) < up(t) 
(O<t<cO)ifh<p. 
Proof. Let u and w be positive solutions of -u” + F(t, u) = hu and 
-w” + F(t, w) = pw. Define w := u - V. For G(t, u, w) := ‘&fj(t) (~9 + 
u2i-lu + ... + w2j} we have F(t, u) - F(t, V) = G(t, u, V)W and G(t, u, v)u $ 
F(t, u). On a suitable domain of definition in L2(0, co) with the boundary 
condition h(0) = 0 we consider the linear operators Bh := -h” + G(t, II, v)h - 
Ah and Ch := -h” + {CyDlfi(t) u’j(t)}h - Ah. Since u is a positive function 
and Cu = 0, it follows from Hartmann [3] that C and consequently B > C 
are nonnegative operators. The function w satisfies the equation Bw = (A-p)w. 
In the case h = p we conclude w = 0 since w # 0 implies 0 = s: (w Bw)(t) 
dt > sz (w Cw)(t) dt > 0; thus the positive solution of (1) is unique. 
In the case h < TV we show 0 > w(t) (0 < t < co): Assume to the contrary 
that w is nonnegative between any two consecutive zeros x,,, x1(0 < x,, < xi < co) 
Since B is a nonnegative operator, so is its restriction to the interval (x0, xi) 
(with the boundary conditions h(x,) = h(x,) = 0). From 0 < j: (w Bw)(t) dt = 
(X - p) J: (ww)(t) dt < 0 we conclude 0 > w. Due to the differential equation, 
w cannot have a zero in (0, co); hence, 0 > w(t) (0 < t < co). 
505l34b5 
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LEMMA 4. The family {uJ (0 < h < 00) of p osa ave solutions forms a conti- 2. 
nuous branch; that is for any compact subinterval [O, AI] we have 
x - lJ 3 u*w + %(t) (0 < t < M). 
Proof. Let An (n = 0, 1, 2,...) converge to p. Of course there exist positive 
numbers 01, ,!3 such that a~ f h, < /I and by Lemmas 2 and 3, ua < u,, < u, 
(n = 0, I,...). Thus each ui, has a zero t, E [0, M] if M is sufficiently”large. 
We now fix M and show that u,,*(x) + u&) (0 < x < M). By Lemma 1 and 
by considering the differential equation, we see that there exist constants C, , C’s 
independent of n such that max(u,,,(X)/O < s < M} < C, and max{wJm(x)/ 
0 < x < M) < c, (n = 0, l,...). 
Since 24; (t) = $ U; (s) ds we obtain that the family (~1 1 [0, M]} (n=O, I,...) 
is an equycontinuous “and uniformly bounded sequence”. By Arzela-Ascoli’s 
theorem there exist subsequences and continuous functions U, ‘u E C,,[O, M] 
such that u;,\ [O, M] + v, uAn 1 [0, M] -+ u uniformly. Due to the differential 
equation, u; ) [0, M] converges to a function w E C,[O, MJ such that -w(t) + 
F(t, u(t)) = p(t) (0 ,( t < n/r). The uniform convergence implies 
u(t) = jt v(s) ds, 
0 
v(t) = v(O) + Jr% w(s) ds (0 < t < M), 
and consequently u’ = v, v’ = w and u” = w. That is, u satisfies the differential 
equation -u”(t) + F(t, u(t)) = &t) (0 < 1 < M). Since M was arbitrary, 
we see that a subsequence of (u,Q} converges to a solution u of Au = pu. By 
Lemma 3 we conclude u = uU . 
As an easy consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3 we finally obtain that h = 0 is a 
bifurcation point. 
LEMMA 5. h -+ 0 implies 
11 Us //P :== jm uA2(t) dt ---f 0 and 11 Bu, )I2 := u:‘(t) dt --f 0. 
0 /I 0 
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